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Abstract—This paper investigates throughput and delay based
on a newly predominant traffic pattern, called converge-cast,
where each of the n nodes in the network act as a destination
with k randomly chosen sources corresponding to it. Adopting
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology, we devise
two many-to-one cooperative schemes under converge-cast for
both static and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), respectively.
In a static network, our scheme highly utilizes hierarchical
cooperation MIMO transmission. This feature overcomes the
bottleneck which hinders converge-cast traffic from yielding
ideal performance in traditional ad hoc network, by turning the
originally interfering signals into interference-resistant ones. It
helps to achieve an aggregate throughput up to Ω(n1−ϵ ) for any
ϵ > 0. In the mobile ad hoc case, our scheme characterizes on
joint transmission from multiple nodes to multiple receivers. With
optimal network division where the number of nodes per cell is
constant bounded, the achievable per-node throughput can reach
Θ(1) with the corresponding delay reduced to Θ(k). The gain
comes from the strong and intelligent cooperation between nodes
in our scheme, along with the maximum number of concurrent
active cells and the shortest waiting time before transmission
for each node within a cell. This, to a great extent, increases
the chances for each destination to receive the data it needs
with minimum overhead on extra transmission. Moreover, our
converge-based analysis well unifies and generalizes previous
work since the results derived from converge-cast in our schemes
can also cover other traffic patterns. Last but not least, our
cooperative schemes are of interest not only from a theoretical
perspective but also shed light on future design of MIMO schemes
in wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION A ND R ELATED W ORK
Fueled by the seminal work of Kumar [1] et al., who
showed that the optimal static unicast capacity is Θ( √1n ) and
Θ( √ 1 )1 for random network, capacity analysis of ad hoc
n log n

networks have triggered great interest. Later on, Grossglauser
and Tse [2] demonstrated that Θ(1) capacity per sourcedestination (S-D) pair is achievable if taking mobility of the
network into account, but packets have to endure a larger delay.
Due to the phenomenon that larger capacity is at the cost
of a larger delay, some analysis on capacity-delay tradeoffs
arises. One interesting work is from Neely and Modiano
1 We use the following notation throughout our paper:
f (n)
f (n) = o(g(n)) ⇔ lim g(n) = 0, f (n) = ω(g(n)) ⇔ lim

g(n)
n→∞ f (n)

n→∞

f (n) = O(g(n)) ⇔ lim sup
n→∞
f (n)
lim inf g(n)
n→∞

f (n)
g(n)

= 0,

< ∞, f (n) = Ω(g(n)) ⇔

< ∞, f (n) = Θ(g(n)) ⇔ f (n) = O(g(n)) and g(n) =

e (·): The corresponding order Θ(·) which contains a
O(f (n)), f (n) = Θ
logarithmic order.

[3] who introduced redundant packets transmission through
multiple opportunistic paths to reduce delay while a decrease
on capacity is also incurred. Under i.i.d. mobility, the pernode capacity is shown to be T (n) = Θ(1) and delay D(n)
yielded to scale as Θ(n · T (n)) [3]. Later work also studied
the tradeoff between capacity and delay, where nodes either
perform traditional operations such as storage, replication
and forwarding ( [4]- [5]) or transmit through coding or
infrastructure support ( [6]- [8]).
However, all the results above strongly rely on the assumption that all the concurrent transmissions are always interfering
with others. This becomes a limitation which largely constrains
the capacity. In contrast, MIMO enables nodes to perform
cooperative communication by turning mutually interfering
signals into useful ones, where the gain of capacity can then
be obtained. The gain is well demonstrated by Aeron et al. [9]
who presented a MIMO collaborative strategy which achieves
a per-node capacity of Θ(n−1/3 ). Following that, Özgür et
al. [14] constructed a hierarchical cooperative scheme relying
on distributed MIMO communications to achieve a linear
capacity scaling. It turns out that nearly all the interferences
can be canceled through hierarchical cooperation. Thereon,
multicast scaling is taken into account in [13] under hierarchical
which achieves an aggregate capacity of
 cooperation

1−ϵ
n
Ω k
for any ϵ > 0. This also achieves a gain on
capacity compared with previous works on multicast such as
[10]- [12].
While the tradeoff for unicast and multicast traffic pattern
have been extensively studied in previous work, converge-cast
is still a relatively new concept and under active research.
Converge-cast refers to a communication pattern in which
the flow of data from a set of nodes transmit to a single
node, either directly or over multi-hop routes. Recently, there
appeared many new applications such as real-time multimedia,
battlefield communications and rescue operations that impose
stringent capacity-delay requirements on converge-cast.
In this paper, we jointly consider the effect of convergecast and cooperative strategies on asymptotic performance of
networks. The motivations come from the following reasons:
1. Although there have been some researches on converge-cast
(such as [15], [16], [17], [18]), their major concern is limited
to the extreme case where all nodes flow data to a single sink
in the network. However, a wide range of applications such as
machine failure diagnosis, pollutant detection and supply chain
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management may require multiple such converge-cast groups
existing in parallel in the network rather than a single one.
2. Unlike multicast where the transmission process becomes
more and more diverse, vast space of further improvement
on its performance can be discovered in converge-cast, due
to its convergent process. 3. Since distinctive sources may
transmit different data to their common destination, such traffic
pattern can be treated as a generalized reversed “multicast”.
This ensures a coverage on other kinds of traffic modes
such as unicast, multicast and broadcast, since all of them
can be regarded as special cases of converge-cast. To our
best knowledge, there are no previous study on the network
performance under converge-cast with MIMO.
Concentrating on throughput and delay performance in this
paper, we propose a new type of many-to-one cooperative
schemes with MIMO in both static and mobile networks, from
the perspective of converge-cast. First, we design a manyto-one cooperative scheme in a static network, where the
whole network is divided into clusters with equal number of
nodes in each of them. Communications between clusters are
conducted through distributed MIMO transmissions combined
with multi-hop strategy while within a cluster it is operated
through joint transmission of multiple nodes to others once
a time. Each cluster can be treated as a subnetwork and
further divided into smaller clusters. This process is carried
out through hierarchical operation. The multiple-transmissionmultiple-reception feature of MIMO suits the many-to-one
characteristic of converge-cast well. In a traditional ad hoc
network, only one transmission can be active at a time while
all the adjacent transmissions are treated as interference. This
imposes a significant bottleneck on converge-cast and makes
it impossible to achieve ideal performance. However, this
bottleneck can be removed with the adoption of MIMO. The
gain comes from the smart transformation from interfering
signals into useful ones to the receivers through hierarchical
cooperative transmissions in the scheme.
Under MANETs where hierarchical cooperation cannot be
established due to the mobility of nodes, we devise another
many-to-one cooperative scheme where the network is still
divided into equal cells. In each time slot, multiple nodes
that possess information for the same destination are allowed
for joint transmission to other nodes within the cell. Other
nodes will receive a combination of the information from
these transmitters due to the effect of MIMO through fading
channels. This procedure continues, with the number of nodes
that hold such mixed information increases, untill all the
destinations receive sufficient mixed information that can be
decoded with high probability.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Our many-to-one cooperative scheme in a static network breaks the bottleneck hindering converge-cast from
achieving ideal performance in a traditional network
by converting adjacent interfering signals into useful
ones. The achievable aggregate throughput can be up to
Ω(n1−ϵ ) for any ϵ > 0, which nearly approaches the
upper-bound.

•

•

For our many-to-one cooperative scheme under
MANETs, the optimal choice for network division
is constant-bounded number of nodes per cell. When
combined with MIMO, this allows the maximum number
of concurrent transmitting cells as well as the shortest
waiting time before a transmission for each node within
a cell. This leads to a per-node throughput of Θ(1) with
the corresponding delay reduced to Θ(k).
Our results well unify and generalize the previous work
(such as [6] in MANET and [14], [15]- [18] in static
network) since all of them can be easily applied to
other traffic modes. Furthermore, our novel many-toone cooperative schemes provide useful guidelines for
future design of MIMO schemes in wireless networks.
Especially, our scheme in MANETs breaks the vacancy of
such MIMO scheme design remaining in mobile networks
before.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present the models and definitions. In Section 3 and
Section 4, we describe our cooperative schemes under static
and mobile ad hoc networks, respectively. The corresponding
throughput and delay achieved based on the two schemes are
also presented in detail in these two sections. All the results are
further discussed in Section 5. Finally, we present concluding
remarks in Section 7. Some proofs are provided in-line and
others are in Appendix.
II. M ODELS AND D EFINITIONS
A. Network Model
In this paper, we consider an ad hoc network where nodes
are randomly positioned in a unit square.
Traffic Pattern: In converge-cast scenario, we assume n
nodes located in the network with each one serving as a
destination. For each destination node, there are k randomly
and independently chosen sources. These k nodes then send
packets to their common destination. In multicast, all the
packets sent out from a source node are the same while
in convergecast, the packets from those k sources may be
totally different and all of them are indispensable to form the
complete information. Moreover, the data rates of each edge
of the spanning tree in multicast are all same while they are
different in each edge in convergecast.
Physical Layer model: We assume that communication takes
place over a channel with limited bandwidth W . Each node
has a power budget P . The channel gain between two nodes
vi and vj at time t is given by:
√ −α/2
hij [t] = Gdij ejθij [t] ,
(1)
where dij is the distance between the nodes, θij [t] is the random phase at time t, uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). {θik [t]}
are i.i.d. random processes across all i and k, independent of
each other. G and the path loss propagation α ≥ 2 are assumed
to be constants. Then, the signal received by node i at time t
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TABLE I: Notations

can be expressed as
Yi [t] =

X

hij [t]Xj [t] + Zi [t] + Ii [t],

(2)

j∈T[t]

where Yi [t] is the signal received by node vi at time t, T[t]
represents the set of active senders transmitting signals to vi ,
which can be added constructively, Zi [t] is the additive white
Gaussian noise at vi with variance N0 per symbol and Ii [t]
is the interference from the nodes. Moreover, we assume each
node is equipped with one antenna.
B. Definitions
Converge-cast Session: a converge-cast session is defined as
the set composed of one destination and all its corresponding
sources.
Delay: Delay is defined as the time a destination takes
to receive all the packets from its corresponding k sources.
The averaging is over all bits (or packets) transmitted in the
network.
Throughput: A throughput λ > 0 is said to be feasible if
each sources in a converge-cast session can send at a rate
of at least λ bits per second to their common destination.
Denoting m(t) as the number of packets from sources that a
destination receives in t time slots. Then, the long term pernode throughput is defined as
m(t)
.
t→∞
t
And the aggregate throughput is Λ = nλ.
λ = lim inf

C. Notations
In table I, we list all the parameters that will be used in
later analysis, proofs and discussions.
III. M ANY- TO - ONE S CHEME UNDER S TATIC N ETWORKS
In this section, we first present a many-to-one cooperative
scheme with MIMO under static networks. Then we derive
the information-theoretic upper bound of the converge-cast
throughput. Finally, we analyze the throughput and delay
achieved under our proposed scheme. Our results demonstrate
that the achievable throughput can nearly approach the upper
bound.
A. Many-to-one Cooperative Scheme 1 under Static Networks
As is shown in [14], hierarchical cooperation can achieve
better throughput scaling than classical multihop schemes
under certain assumptions on the channel model in static
wireless networks. This motivates us to design a hierarchical
scheme which can be applied to converge-cast.
1) Scheduling Algorithm: Under hierarchical schemes, a
network is divided into equal clusters. Each cluster is then
treated as a subnetwork and we can further divide the subnetwork into smaller clusters. With recursion operation, the
procedure goes on until the network is divided into h layers
with the original network at the hth layer and the 1st layer at
the bottom one. A scheduling algorithm can be designed on
each subnetwork at each layer. The algorithm keeps executing

Notation
n
k
h
i
ni
ki
nci
kci
ti
Ti
D(i, k)
Bi
M

Definition
The total number of nodes in the network.
The number of sources for each destination in
the network.
The number of layers a network is divided into.
The ith layer of the network, where 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
The number of nodes in the ith layer.
The number of sources for each destination
node in the ith layer.
The number of clusters in the ith layer.
The number of source clusters in the ith layer.
The number of converge-cast sessions in the ith
layer.
The aggregate throughput at layer i in static
network.
The average delay to complete a converge-cast
session for a destination at layer i.
The minimum amount of data a node needs to
send at layer i. We can also call it bulk size.
The average number of nodes in each cell.

from layer to layer, the process of which is similar per layer
per cluster but with a larger scale as the number of layer i
increase from 1 to h. The procedure continues until all the
layers have finished the algorithm.
Since the algorithm is similar at each layer but with different
scale, we will present our recursive cooperative scheme 1 at
a particular layer i. The scheme is divided into three steps,
which are described as follows:
Step 1. Preparing for Cooperation with Recursion: Since
there are ki source nodes belonging to one session at layer
i, under converge-cast, they must distribute their packets2
to some other nodes in the same cluster. For each node in
the cluster, the ki−1 sources jointly transmit their packets
to ni−1kki i−1 nodes in the cluster, which receives a linear
combination of that packet mixed with channel coefficients
(including amplitude and phase information). The process
keeps until all the ni−1kki i−1 nodes except for these ki−1
sources receive the packets from them. Note that as for each
transmission from the ki−1 sources to a specific node, the
process is many-to-one transmission and this is equivalent to
dividing the current cluster into smaller-size clusters and the
similar procedure executes in a smaller cluster. This smaller
cluster is treated as a new network where there are ni−1 nodes,
with ki−1 sources for each destination. And the three-step
algorithm can still be executed in this smaller network. Note
that our algorithm starts from the bottom layer, i.e., layer 1
of the network and continues to a higher layer until it reaches
layer h.
Step 2. Multi-hop MIMO Transmissions: For the sake of
2 Note that the size of packet in our cooperative scheme 1 differs at different
n
layers. Each node divides a packet into i−1
packets. Each of these packets
ki
is then transmitted in the next layer i − 1.
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Fig. 1: An example of a CT in multi-hop MIMO transmission.
Assume one destination has 4 sources. The red parts represent source
clusters. 1/4 percent of the nodes are allowed for transmission in the
two source clusters on the left while 1/2 percent of the nodes are
active in the source cluster on the right.Whenever several clusters
flow to a common cluster in the next time slot, that cluster will be
colored with the part several times’ larger than all the transmitting
clusters to it. Only the destination cluster (colored with yellow) will
be entirely colored when all the data finally flows to it.

energy efficiency, in this step, we construct a multi-hop routing
mode rather than direct MIMO transmission between clusters.
Several source clusters start a series of MIMO transmissions to
reach their common destination clusters in multi-hop manner.
Since each source cluster has ni−1kki i−1 packets to send in one
time slot, due to MIMO, several source clusters are allowed for
concurrent transmission to one cluster at the same time slot.
To achieve asymptotically optimal converge-cast capacity, we
construct a converge-cast tree (CT) by conducting the three
substeps presented below, spanning from source clusters Sij s
to their common destination clusters Di . Here 1 ≤ j ≤ kci .
Denote Pi = {Sij , Di , 1 ≤ j ≤ kci }.
1) Constructing the Euclidean spanning tree EEST : Firstly
we divide the square into cells with side length 21g ,
where g = t−1, t = ⌈log4 k⌉. For each cell that contains
s ≥ 2 clusters in Pi , we randomly select a cluster pij .
For any other pik (k ̸= j) in the cell, let EEST →
EEST ∪ {pix piy } and P → P − {pik }. Subsequently
we conduct this process by letting g = t − 2, . . . , 1, 0.
2) Getting the Manhattan routing tree EM RT : for each edge
uv in E , assume that the coordinates of u and v are
(iu , ju ) and (iv , jv ), respectively. We then find a cluster
w whose coordinate is (iu , jv ). Afterwards, EM RT →
EM RT ∪ {uw}, EM RT → EM RT ∪ {wv}, EM RT →
EM RT − {uv}.
3) Obtaining the CT(Pi ) for each edge uw in EM RT , we
connect clusters crossed by uw in sequence to form a
path, denoted as E(u, w). Then ECT → ECT ∪ E(u, w),
EM RT → EM RT − {uw}. Finally, ECT is the set of
edges of CT(Pi ).
Figure 1 shows a simple example of the data flow on such a
converge-cast tree (CT).
Step 3. Cooperative Reception: Given the total number of
converge-cast sessions ti at layer i, consider a particular node
in the cluster. It can receive tni kii packets from other nodes, with
i
each of them contributing nitni ki−1
packets. Considering ni−1




destinations in each cluster, the traffic load are Θ ti kinnii−1
packets. Since the data exchanges only involve intra-cluster
communication, they can work according to 9-TDMA scheme

where the cells which are located 3 cells away from each other
can be active concurrently.
2) Throughput and Delay Analysis under Many-to-one Cooperative Scheme 1: Now we focus on throughput and delay
that can be achieved under the scheme presented in 3.1.1. We
first present our main results as follows.
Theorem 1: In static wireless networks, by adopting our
cooperative scheme 1, we can achieve an aggregate throughput
of
 2h−2

1
Λ=Ü
Θ n 2h−1 · k − 2h−1
(3)
with the delay of
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2 −2h−1
2h2 −4h+3
>
− 2h 2h−1
2h−1
< Ü
·k
,
Θ n

 2
E[T ] =
h2 −4h+3
h −2h+2
>
: Ü
,
Θ n 2h−1 k 2h−1

1

if k = Ω(n 2h−2 )
1

if k = O(n 2h−2 )

(4)
To prove Theorem 1, we first introduce the following lemmas.
Lemma 1: Under converge-cast, with each of the n nodes
in the network acting as destination and receiving packets
from its distinctive k sources, the aggregate capacity is upperbounded by
n
X

λi ≤ Cn log n

(5)

i=1

where C > 0 is a constant independent of n.
Lemma 2: (Lemma 4.3 in [13]) By 9-TDMA scheme, when
α > 2, one node in each cluster has a chance to operate
data exchanges at a constant transmission rate. Also when
α > 2, the interfering power received by a node from
the simultaneously operating clusters is upper-bounded by a
constant.
Lemma 3: Given ki independently and uniformly distributed source nodes in the network at layer i, the number
of source clusters kci is given by
¨

kci =

Θ (k
if ki = O(nci )
 i) , 
.
ni
Θ ni−1 , if ki = Ω(nci )

(6)

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.6 in [13]
and we do not present the detailed proof here.
Lemma 4: When ti ki = O ((nci )p2 ) holds for all layer i,
where 2 ≤ i ≤ h and p2 is a positive constant,


k
• if ki = Ω(ni log nci ), then ki−1 = Θ n i
w.h.p.
c


i



if ki = O(ni log nci ), then ki−1 = O nkci w.h.p.
i
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.6 in [13]
and we do not present the detailed proof here.
Consider the three steps in our scheme
 at layer i.Assume an
b
aggregate converge-cast throughput Ü
Θ nai−1 ki−1
is achievable at layer i − 1 w.h.p., where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, −1 ≤ b ≤ 0 and
a + b < 0. It is easy to obtain that the total time to complete
ki ti traffic loads is
•



Ü
Θ

ki ti n1−a
i−1
b
ni ki−1





+O ki ti

Ê

ki
ki−1 ni ni−1





+Θ

ki ti n1−a
i−1
ni



.
(7)
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Ti =

Ü
Θ




=Ü
Θ


1−a

ki ti ni−1
b
ni ki−1

ki ti



+ O ki ti

È

ni ni−1
√
−b
ni ni−1 + n2−a
i−1 ki−1

ki
ki−1 ni ni−1





+Θ




1−a

ki ti ni−1
ni

.

In order to optimize the network division at layer i, we
consider two cases, i.e., nci = O(ki ) and nci = Ω(ki ).
According to Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we have the following
two cases:


1) If nci = O(ki ), then kci = O(nci ), ki−1 = Ü
Θ
2) If nci = Ω(ki ), then kci = Θ(ki ), ki−1

ki
nci

;

=Ü
Θ(1);

In case 1, the throughput in Equation (8) can be written as




=Ü
Θ

ni ni−1
p
−b b −b
ni ni−1 kci + n2−a
i−1 ki ni ni−1
1
1−a−b −b b
n−1
+
n
ki ni
i−1
i−1



(9)

.
−b

b−1



The result is optimized when ni−1 = Ü
Θ kia+b−2 nia+b−2 .
Then, nci =


a−1



ni
ni−1

a−1

b

= kia+b−2 nia+b−2 = O(ki ) and ki =

Ω nia−2 .

−b

a+b−2

b−1

b−1
ni = ki b ni−1
and Ti = kia+b−2 nia+b−2 .
Note that nh = n, we obtain the aggregate throughput at
layer h, i.e.,

 2h−2
1
(10)
T =Ü
Θ n 2h−1 · k − 2h−1 .



a−1





1



In the optimized result, k = Ω n a−2 = Ω n 2h−2 . Hence,
1

a−1





1

1

2a−2

= ki2a−3 ni2a−3 = Ω(ki ) and ki =



= O n 2h−2 .

Note that in this case, the aggregate throughput is 1 at the
bottom layer since the traffic pattern can be treated as unicast
at this layer. Following the same procedure in case 1, the
aggregate throughput and delay D(h, k) at layer h can be
obtained, which are shown as follows:




T = Th = Ü
Θ n 2h−1 k − 2h−1 ,


and

D(h, k) = Ü
Θ n

2h−2

h2 −2h+2
2h−1

1

k

h2 −4h+3
2h−1

(13)



.

(14)

This completes our proof for THEOREM 1.

In Section III, we analyze the performance in static networks. In this section, we turn to the mobile networks. Due to
the mobility characteristics of nodes, the network performance
may be quite different from that in static ones. In the following
subsections, we will introduce the mobility model and present
another scheme that is suitable for mobile networks. Then, we
will give our analysis on throughput and delay obtained from
the scheme.
A. Mobility Model

At the bottom layer, the aggregate throughput is k11 . If
we divide the network in the optimal way at each layer, the
relationship between ni , ki and throughput at each layer is
b−1



ni
ni−1
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Therefore, nci =
O nia−2

(8)

Ti = Ü
Θ



1
When the result is optimized, ni−1 = Ü
Θ (ni ki ) 3−2a .

Hence, the throughput can be expressed as

2i−1

h−1

2i−2
ni = ki2i−2 ni−1
⇒ n1 = n 2h−1 k − 2h−1 .
Now we turn to the analysis on delay at layer i, denoted as
D(i, k). Through Equation (8), we get D(h, k) = nB
T , where
B is minimum
size
of
data
transmitted
at
layer
h,
i.e., B =



h

We introduce two-dimensional i.i.d. mobility model into the
network, i.e., n nodes are uniformly distributed in the network.
At the beginning of each time slot, each node randomly
chooses a point in the unit square and moves there. In this
model, we assume that the nodes move quickly so that the
nodes’ positions are independent from time slot to time slot.
We also define it as fast mobility model where the mobility of
nodes is at the same time-scale as that of data transmission.
B. Many-to-one Cooperative Scheme 2 under MANETs

When the position of nodes may be varying with time, it
is impossible to construct a hierarchical scheme under mobile
networks. Since the relationship determined in the current time
slot between nodes may be destroyed in the next one due to the


 h−2
h−1
h−1
Q ni
Q ni n1
n1
n
Ü
Ü
Ü
randomness incurred by mobility. Hence, we need to design a
Θ
=
Θ
·
=
Θ
=
ki+1
ki
k
k
k
i=1
i=2
new scheme that can take advantage of mobility of the nodes.
2
2h −4h+2
2h2 −2h
With appropriate scheduling, the network performance can be
(n) 2h−1 k − 2h−1 .
And through recursion on D(i, k), the final delay D(h, k) improved.
1) Many-to-one Cooperative Scheme 2: We divide the
can be obtained, i.e,


whole
network into c cells such that there are M nodes in
2
2
2h −4h+3
2h −2h−1
D(h, k) = Ü
Θ n 2h−1 k − 2h−1
.
(11) each cell on average. To avoid the interference incurred to the
network from the neighboring cells, we adopt the 9-TDMA
Then we focus on case 2, where nci = Ω(ki ). Consider the strategy illustrated in section III again.
aggregate throughput at layer i, we have
According to our model definition, since each node acts as




a destination, there are always some destinations in each cell.
ni
ni ni−1
=Ü
Θ √
Ti = Ü
Θ p
. • Each cell becomes active once every c0 time slots. In an
− 12
ni ni−1 ki + n2−a
i−1
ni ki ni−1 + n1−a
active cell, transmission occurs among the nodes within
i−1
the same cell.
(12)
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In an active cell, in each time slot, if there exist both a
destination and some of its sources, then we call there are
sources-destination pair in the cell. If there are several
such pairs in the cell, then we randomly choose one pair,
and let all these sources in this pair form an antenna array
(This is feasible under the assumption in footnote 4.) and
jointly send their packets to their common destination as
well as all the other nodes in that cell. All the other nodes
except the destination pick out a stored packet which is
for the same destination as the new one, linearly combine
the new one with it and then replace the stored one in
the relaying buffer.
• If there are no sources-destination pairs in the cell, choose
the maximum number of sources that belong to the same
destination in that cell. Then, the chosen sources jointly
send their packets to all the other nodes in the same cell.
Similarly, the nodes will linearly combine the new packet
with the stored one and replace it in the relaying buffer.
• If there are neither sources-destination pairs nor sources
that belong to the same destination in the cell, then choose
the maximum number of relays which hold the packets
that are to be transmitted to the same destination. Those
chosen relays then jointly send their packets to all the
other nodes in the same cell. After receiving the packet,
all the node will update the packet as described above.
A simple illustration of our scheme is shown in Figure 2.
•

C. Analysis of Throughput and Delay under Many-to-One
Scheme 2
In this subsection, we will analyze the achievable throughput and delay under our proposed scheme 2. First, we will
first compute the bound of achievable delay and then analyze
the corresponding throughput.
The main results obtained under scheme 2 is presented in
the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Suppose k = o(n), then under many-to-one
cooperative scheme 2, with the optimal network division M =
Θ(1), we can achieve ideal performance on both the average
delay required for a destination to receive packets from all its
k corresponding sources and the per-node throughput, listed
as follows:
¨





λ = Θ log1 n , E[DN ] = Θ(log n) if k = o(log n)
.
λ = Θ (1) , E[DN ] = Θ(k)
if k = ω(log n)
(15)
To prove Theorem 2, we turn to the proof for delay in IVC1) first and then prove the throughput in IV-C2).
1) Analysis on Delay: Before the proof of delay, we fist
introduce the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5: Consider n nodes uniformly distributed in the
network area. The network is divided into c identical cells.
Then, the number of nodes in each cell is M = nc w.h.p. if
lim n = ∞.
n→∞ c log c
Lemma 6: As for a destination node, the condition that it
can successfully decode the packets from all its k sources is
that there should be at least k different linear combinations
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Fig. 2: Illustration of our many-to-one cooperative scheme 2. Figure
(a) shows the case where there are at least one sources-destination
pairs in the network. Figure (b) shows the case where there are no
sources-destination pairs in the cell.

of these packets in its receiving buffer and the coefficient
vectors of these k combinations are linearly independent of
each other.3
According to Lemma 6, the central problem arises: how
long does it take for a destination node to receive at least
Θ(k) combination on average? If denoting the whole time as
DN , then E[DN ] ≤ E[D1 ] + E[D2 ], where E[D1 ] and E[D2 ]
represent the time required for all nodes in the network to
have one “packet” of the sources belonging to that destination
and the time required for the destination to receive Θ(k)
packets given that all the other nodes already hold an “packet”,
respectively.
We focus on E[D1 ] first. Since each destination has k
sources, for one session, only k nodes initially hold the original
packets. Letting all the other nodes in the network get these
k packets is equivalent to flooding k packets to all the other
nodes given that there are originally k distinct nodes holding
each of these packets.
First, consider a case where k distinctive packets are stored
in k nodes initially and all the other nodes in the network are
empty. Now we first analyze the delay required on the process
for letting all the nodes in the network have these packets.
Denote Jt as the number of nodes holding the packets from
the k nodes at time t. Note that J0 = k. Let βt = Jt /Jt−1
represent the growth factor after one time slot. Obviously, we
have
Jt + a1 + a2 + . . . + aJt
βt+1 =
,
(16)
Jt
where ai represents the number of new nodes to which the
ith packet-holding node transmits during one slot. As the
number of packet-holding nodes grows, βt yields different
scale. Notice that βt is also influenced by network division.
Jointly consider these two factors, we discuss in the following
two cases :
n
= Ω(k), then kc = Θ (k). In this case, initially, Jt
1) If M
n
is much smaller than M
and there are on average one
3 In MANETs, a training sequence is contained in each packet. A destination
can then recover channel status information (CSI) through these training
sequences. We assume the sequences are of the equal size of a packet and
the packet size is sufficiently small compared to the total number of nodes in
the network. Thus, the mobility of nodes during the acquirement of a training
sequence is negligible compared to data transmission time.
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such packet-holding node in each cell. As Jt grows to
n
M , the number of cells where packet-holding nodes are
n
located grows to the equal order
 of M , which guarantees
Jt M
that there are on average Θ n
such packet-holding
nodes per cell per time slot. 
n
n
2) If M
= O(k), then kc = Θ M
: In this case, the initial
number of packet holding nodes k is already much larger
n
than the number of cells M
. Thus, the average
number

kM
of packet-holding nodes per cell is Θ n .
Then, we have the following lemmas:
Lemma 7: In case 1, for each destination, the time required
for all nodes in the network to have one “packet” from the
sources corresponding to that destination is
E[D1 ] = Θ

log

 

!

n
k

M ϵ log(1 + M )



+Θ 1 +

1 + log(n −
M −1

n 
M)

,

(17)
where ϵ is an arbitrarily small value greater than zero.
Proof: See Appendix.





n (1 + log (n − k))
.
M (n − k)

(18)

As for E{D2 }, it is easy to know that it takes a single
destination k slots to receive k distinctive “encoded” packets
given that all the nodes in the network already hold one of
them. Due to round-robin transmission, E{D2 } = Θ(M k).
Therefore, E[DN ] ≤ E[D1 ] + E[D2 ]. Hence,
§

E[DN ] =

Θ(log n)
Θ(M k)

if k = o(log n)
.
if k = ω(log n)

(19)

Remark 1: It remains an interesting future work that how
decoding failure can influence the delay if k = Θ(n).
2) Analysis on Throughput:
Lemma 9: Under our many-to-one cooperative scheme 2,
we can achieve a per-node converge-cast throughput of
(

λ=



1
 logn
1
Θ M

Θ



if k = o(log n)
if k = ω(log n)

.

In static network, our many-to-one cooperative scheme
allows for concurrent transmission, which converts the interfering signals into useful ones. This reduces the interference
level to an extensive degree and therefore undoubtedly leads to
significant improvement on throughput. When the number of
layers h is sufficiently large, the aggregate throughput achieved
is up to Ω(n1−ϵ ) for any ϵ > 0, with only a log(n) factor
difference compared with the upper-bound. In MANETs, with
further observation on our scheme 2, we can find it is to
some extent equivalent to a “flooding” algorithm but with
more intelligent transmissions. However, in previous flooding
algorithm, packets are simply broadcasted arbitrarily to other
nodes in the cell, regardless of whether the receivers are
destinations of those packets. This undoubtedly leads to some
unnecessary waste on the number of transmissions, which
incurs sacrifice on throughput.
E. Delay-throughput Tradeoff

Similarly, for case 2, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 8: In case 2, for each destination, the time required
for all nodes in the network to have one “packet” from the
sources corresponding to that destination is
E[D1 ] = Θ 1 +

D. The Advantage of Our Cooperative Schemes

(20)

in a MANET.
Proof: Viewing from the perspective of a source node, it
belongs to k distinctive destinations on average. Thus, it has
to transmit at least k times. Then, the number of transmissions
per time slot is k/(E(DN )). According to our delay presented
in Equation (19), we obtain the per-node throughput shown in
Equation (20).
Notice that both the throughput and delay are optimized
when M = Θ(1), which renders the results presented in
Theorem 2.

In this subsection, we consider delay-throughput tradeoff
obtained under our schemes.
Static network: By THEOREM 1, we obtain the delay/throughput tradeoff, as is shown as follows:
8


2h2 −4h+4
2h2 −2h
>
< Ü
Θ n 2h−1 · k − 2h−1 ,
 2

h −2h+1
h2 −4h+2
>
Ü n 2h−1 k 2h−1
: Θ
,

1

if k = Ω(n 2h−2 )
1

. (21)

if k = O(n 2h−2 )
1

Note that the tradeoff for k = O(n 2h−2 ) is poor compared to
1
that for k = Ω(n 2h−2 ). In other words, a larger k helps to
reduce delay. This is because the number of clusters in our
1
scheme is smaller than that of sources when k = Ω(n 2h−2 ).
This allows more simultaneous transmitting nodes to achieve
largely reduced delay but at the cost of more extra energy
consumption.
MANETs: When there are M nodes in average in each cell,
the delay/throughput tradeoff obtained under mobile network
is M 2 k. A counter-intuitive phenomenon can be observed that
a smaller number of cells leads to poorer performance on
both throughput and delay. However, from the perspective of
MIMO, an increase on the number of nodes per cell leads to
the decrease on the number of concurrent active cells, under 9TDMA scheme. Moreover, in each cell, as the number of nodes
becomes large, each node have to endure a longer waiting
time before transmission. Both of the two factors reduces
the efficiency, which therefore leads to a larger delay for
completing the whole process. Hence, the tradeoff is optimized
when M = Θ(1), with per-node throughput achieves Θ(1)
and the corresponding delay reduced to Θ(k). Because it can
guarantee the maximum number of concurrent active cells as
well as the shortest waiting time endured by each node in the
cell before transmission or reception.
F. Covering to Other Traffic Patterns
Since converge-cast can be treated as a generalized reversed
“multicast”, other traffic patterns such as unicast, multicast
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and broadcast can be treated as special cases of it. In this
subsection, we will consider the scaling laws in such traffic
patterns when applying our schemes to them.
1) Covering to Unicast: If we set the number of sources
per session k, under converge-cast as 1, then we get unicast
traffic pattern. Actually, unicast is a special type of convergecast. Therefore, all the results obtained under converge-cast
in both static and mobile networks can be easily applied to
unicast in this paper.
2) Covering to Multicast: Static network: Consider step
1 and step 2 in our many-to-one cooperative scheme 1, since
the process in these two steps is many-to-one and convergent,
it cannot be simply reversed. Moreover, the data information
from the k sources may be different, none can be treated as a
duplication of those from other sources. Thus, the hierarchical
scheme proposed in static network cannot be applied to
multicast traffic pattern.
MANETs: Due to the mobility of nodes, spanning tree is
not needed in routing establishment. Thus, our many-to-one
scheme 2 can easily be applied to multicast mode, only with
some minor modifications in our scheme . That is, in a cell,
we figure out the maximum number of nodes that hold the
packets from the same source. These nodes are picked out and
then they jointly broadcast their packets in the cell. Initially,
only the source holds the packet and when there are several
source-destinations pairs in the same cell, we randomly pick
out one such pair and let the source broadcast its packet to its
destinations as well as other nodes in the cell. The algorithm
continues until all the destinations receive the packet they
need.
Next we turn to the analysis on throughput and delay for
multicast. Since the number of packet-holding nodes grows
from 1 to n rather than k to n in converge-cast, the total
flooding time of a packet is bounded by Θ (log n). Moreover,
since k destinations receive the same packets, each of them
can immediately decode the packet after it receives only one
copy. And this process is already contained in the “flooding”
one. Hence, we can achieve a delay of E[DN ] = Θ (log n)
for multicast. As for the per-node throughput, we consider
from the perspective of a source node. It should transmit one
packet but has to duplicate it n times so that all the nodes in
the network can get one copy. Hence, the per-node throughput
1
1
yields to λ = E[D1 N ] · n log
n = n log n .
3) Covering to Broadcast: Since broadcast can be treated as
a special type of multicast, we know that the results obtained
under static network cannot cover broadcast case. Moreover,
in MANETs, with similar analysis for multicast, we obtain the
same results as that listed in IV-F2.
4) Comparison with Previous Work and Generalization:
For static network, when applying to unicast, our scheme still
can achieve an aggregate throughput of Ω n1−ϵ for any ϵ >
0. This is identical to that achieved in [14] while our delay
is much larger. This is because the amount of data exchange
in our scheme is much larger. Hence, if concerned with delay
priority, our scheme is not optimal for unicast to achieve a
small delay. Next, consider the extreme case where k = Θ(n).

The aggregate throughput
 is still close to Θ(n) with the delay
4−2h
2h−1
. There turns out to be a significant
reduced to Θ n
improvement on capacity, compared with previous results in
[15], [16] and [17]. In [15], the aggregate capacity scales as
Θ(log n) as n goes to infinity while in [16], the maximum

rate for a collected network do not exceed Θ log1 n . In [17]
where all the nodes in the network flow their data a common
sink, the authors demonstrate that total data aggregation rates
of Θ(log n) and Θ(1) are optimal when operating in fading
environments with power path-loss exponents that satisfy 2 <
α < 4 and α > 4, respectively. Our result also achieves a gain
of Θ(log n) compared
 with
 that in [18], where the capacity of
data collection is Θ logn n if there are n sinks with each one
collecting data from all the rest of the nodes in the network.
For MANETs, 1. Unicast: Our extended results achieve
the per-node throughput of Θ log1 n with a Θ(log n) delay.
A gain of n is achieved on throughput comparedwith
 that
obtained in [6], where the per-node throughput is Θ n1 while
the delay is also Θ(log n). The improvement on throughput
is due to our intelligent cooperation between nodes with the
help of MIMO. Multiple nodes can transmit simultaneously to
other nodes. And a node can successfully decode the original
packet once it receives only one combination. Nevertheless,
redundant transmission still has to be wasted in [6] even
with the adoption of network coding since a destination
can decode the original packets only when it receives Θ(k)
packets. 2. Multicast
and

 broadcast: We obtain the per-node
1
throughput of Θ n log
n and the delay of Θ(log n) under both
traffic patterns. The result is close to that of [6] with only
a log n factor. It is easy to understand since in such traffic
patterns, a source sends identical information to several (or
all) destinations. In the scheme of both [6] and ours, although
all the destinations can receive the information from their
common source within log n delay, a source has to endure
several times’ duplication. Thus, a source has only one packet
to share with all its destinations along with several data copies,
which degrades the throughput performance.
The comparison verifies that all our results well cover
those from the previous work and our proposed schemes are
promising for not only converge-cast but other traffic patterns
as well.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, with MIMO, we design two different cooperative schemes for static and mobile ad hoc wireless networks
(MANETs), respectively. The hierarchical cooperation scheme
under static networks can achieve an aggregate throughput
of Ω(n1−ϵ ) for any ϵ > 0. The scheme under MANETs
features on joint multiple transmission and reception without
hierarchical operations. With optimal network division in the
scheme, the achievable per-node throughput can be Θ(1) with
the corresponding delay reduced to Θ(k). Moreover, we find
all the results derived from converge-cast in this paper under
mobile networks can be easily applied to unicast, multicast
and broadcast.
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A PPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 7: For case 1, it is obvious that E{ai } ≈
M . Then we have E{βt+1 |Jt } = Jt +JJt tE{ai } ≈ 1 + M.
Since Jt = β0 β1 β2 . . . βt , E{Jt } ≈ k(1 + M )t . Note
n
that the period ends when Jt = M
. Denoting D11 as the
n
time required for k packet-holding nodes to grow to M
,


tJt

then Pr[T11 > t|Jt ] ≥ 1 − M
. Moreover, we have
n
E{D1n1 } ≥ tPr[Do11 > t] = tEJt {Pr[D11 > t|Jt ]} ≥
tJt

tEJt

tEJt 1 − M
≥ t 1− M
. The above inequality
n
n
holds for all t > 0. We choose
t to be a base (1 + M )

δ
1
logarithm: t , M
log1+M α( nk )M , where α is chosen
as 1 ≤ α ≤ (M + 1) and δ is any constant number less
α log( n
k)
than 1. This implies lim E{D11 } ≥ M 1−δ log(1+M
→
)
n→∞


n
log( k )
Θ M ϵ log(1+M
,ϵ → 0.
)
n
When Jt grows to M
, let m denote the number of nodes
n
which do not initially have the packet (m ≤ n − M
) and
label these m nodes with {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }. Let Xi represent
the number of time slots it takes for the non-packet holding
node xi to reach a cell containing a packet-holding node. The
probability that at least one of the new node enters the same
n
n− M
cell as packet-holding node xi is φ > 1 − 1 − M
≥
n
1 − e1−M . At all times Xi are i.i.d. Denoting D12 as the
time to expand the number of packet-holding nodes from
n
M to n, then the random variable
  D12 is equal to the
n
maximum value of at most m = M
i.i.d. variables. Hence,
E[D12 ] ≤ E{max{X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm }}. Now we consider new
random variables {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym } which are assumed to
be i.i.d. distributed with rate ν = log(1/(1 − φ)). Thus,
E[D12 ] ≤ 1 + E{max{Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym }}. Denoting Ii as
the interval between the (i − 1)th and ith completion time.

Then E{I1 + I2 + . . . + Im } =
1+ ν1

m
P
j=1

1
j

1
ν

m
P

j=1

1
j.

Hence, E[D12 ] ≤

≤ E[D12 ] ≤ 1+ ν1 (1+log m) ≤ 1+

And E[D1 ] = E[D11 ] + E[D12 ].

n
(1+log(n− M
))

M −1

.

